**Spring 2022 Scholar’s List**

Undergraduate students attempting at least 3 credit hours during the semester and earning a grade-point average of 3.60 or greater

---

**Dean of Arts and Sciences**

| James Thompson | Michael Nease | Tiffany Frederick |

---

**Integrative Studies**

| Amanda Crowell | Jason Stacy | Noah Mosteller |
| Angela Richards | Joe Seiter | Opal Walters |
| Ann Dure | Karen Krebs | Rebecca Lamanna |
| Connie Seiter | Laura Noll | Ryan Hall |
| Ella Goebel | Luciano Montazemi | Timothy McKinley |
| Fred Calvert | Lynne Fuhrmann | Timothy Garvey |
| James Tomlinson | Melissa Yamkleeb | Vanessa Khong |
| Julianne Schroder (AA) | Kankane Perera (AA) | Madison Rechntin (AA) |

---

**Department of Biological Sciences**

| Brandon Brooks-Patton | Courtney Gatterdam | Rhianna Knisely |
| Brian Gish | Megan Vineyard | Steven Kinser |
| Christian Chapman | Meredith Gieske | Zackary Fries |
| Chrisula Stone | Morgan Oesting |  |

---

**Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry**

| Jaret Schreiver | Robert Rudolph |  |

---

**Department of English**

| Alvena Stanfield | Kate Stephens | Sierra Schmitt |
| Cecilia Field |  |  |

---

**Department of History & Geography**

| Alistair Blair | Joshua Miller | Phillip Detoma |
| Brandan Como | Mary Howell | Sarah Wells |
| Daniel Cornuelle | Molly Gustin | Tracy Stevens |
| Gina Booker | Patrick Darby | Tracy Kaeff |

---

**Department of Mathematics & Statistics**

| Mila Narvaiz |  |  |
Department of Physics, Geology, & Engineering Technology
Byron Stone
Jennifer Dodson
Joseph Lowry
Robert McIntire
Salman Alqahtani
Sean Malley
Sean Johnson
Sharyl McKeever
Steven Dunn
Tyler Hillenbrand

Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice, & Organizational Leadership
Adrian Miller
Amanda Shaw
Angela Noble
Ashley O’Nan
Becky Wiethorn
Caitlin Case
Christopher Schwab
Christopher Hansen
Christopher Oakes
Courtney Nilson
Curtis Helmer
Cynthia Leigh
Ellen Haskell
Julia Bottoms
Katherine Capps
Kayla Jones
Kyle Buchanan
Laura Bloemker
Leslie Wetzel
Michael Melvin
Michell Mcmahon
Ruby Causey
Sarah Collins
Selena Kemper
Shyanna Tackett
Tabitha Gifford-Schmits
Takia Chappell
Tarin Tejeda
Timothy Nash
Toni Nowotarski
Tony Comparetto
Victoria Crouch
Zach Pickerell
Zachary Hennemann

Department of Psychological Science
Allison Isaacs
Cara Baynum
Carly Bryant
Dustin Sparks
Hattie Walden
Megan Dirr
Samantha Hughes
Sara Quick
Sean Shumate
Sheri Roach
Sierra Schmitt
Sydney Ozment
Tammy Strunk
Trisha Arnett
Tyler Ventura
Wesley Harrod

Department of Sociology, Anthropology, & Philosophy
Adrienne Underhill
Julie Johnson
Kara O’Meara
Mary Howell
William Dillingham

School of the Arts
Music

Theatre & Dance
Caroline Rakestraw
Jenna Khan

Visual Arts
Alexander Wallace
Hayley Swicegood
Jane Langford
John Manion
Kathryn Girgash
Leah Hulsman
Rebecca Lyons
Sarah Bigney
Shannon Tuggle

Department of World Languages & Literatures
Alisha Boothe
Corey Vanhorn
Faustina Mulnik
Garnett Furnish
Molly Gustin
Zackary Fries